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OPINIONS

Christianity has not made
America great
“It is tacitly assumed that because
Christians
founded
America, America was therefore founded as a Christian nation and should also continue
to be a Christian nation.”

WORLD

Taylor student relives Haitian earthquake
“The only thing was bookcases
falling over and spilling the contents on the ground.”

LIFE & TIMES

J-Term Revisited
“Recaps of the month, whether
you were here, at home, or on
a lighthouse trip.”

IN BRIEF
New print payment system

The Zondervan library and ETC
are running a new system to
pay for student printing that is
intended to cut down on unclaimed prints and simplify
payments. This semester, every student was issued a “Print
Manager Plus” account with a
ﬁve dollar credit. Each time a
student prints, they are charged
ﬁves cents a page from their account. If an account runs low,
students will need to add money
to their account at the ETC.

Walk a mile for homelessness

The Grant County Rescue Mission is sponsoring the ﬁfth annual “Walk a Mile in My Shoes”
for homelessness. Last year, the
event raised over 20,000 dollars
and had nearly 500 participants.
A group from Taylor will be participating in the event on Feb.
20. There will be a donation box
in the Dining Commons to raise
money to beneﬁt the homeless
of Grant County. Participants
must register by Feb. 11.

CRAM Student Life CoDirectors needed

Taylor is hiring one male and two
female students to be Student
Life Co-Directors of CRAM, Taylor’s three week academic program for high school students.
The position requires weekly
meetings and involvement from
June 11 to July 1.

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY
32˚/ 24˚

SUNNY

SATURDAY
27˚/15˚

PARTLY CLOUDY

SUNDAY
24˚/15˚

PARTLY CLOUDY
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Ceral box reading for your chicken wraps

New apartments announced
Building next to
Swallow Robin
will house
nearly 80
By Bethany DuVal
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Residents of Swallow Robin
Hall will be getting neighbors
on their side of the loop in
Fall 2011. President Eugene
Habecker announced plans
during Monday’s chapel service
for a new apartment building to
be added to Taylor’s off-campus
housing options.
The three-story building will
feature apartments similar to
2008’s Campbell Hall. However,
the new hall’s 78 residents will
have elevator access to common
lounges on every ﬂoor, as well
as a basement to be used for
laundry facilities and a storm
shelter.
On the outside, the building
will make visual reference to its
eastern neighbor.
“We didn’t want it to be taller
than Swallow and narrower—

A sketch of the planned off-campus apartments which are slated to open Fall 2011.
we thought that would look
funny—so we took a few pieces
off, and it seems to look more
like Swallow in presentation,”
said vice president of business
and ﬁnance Ron Sutherland.
Of course, the budget for the
look-alike hall includes more
than just construction. The
two smaller of four buildings
at Fairlane Apartments will
be demolished. In addition,

Sutherland estimates a budget
of $4 million to move power
lines, build the apartments, and
take care of parking issues that
will begin soon after breaking
ground this summer.
“During construction is going
to be the hardest time because
… we’re taking out the parking
lot next to Swallow to build
the building,” Sutherland said,
adding that building materials

will occupy even more space.
“Next year’s going to be a little
tight ﬁguring all that out.”
When the building is
complete, new parking lots
will be built behind it and the
heat plant, and possibly next to
the Freimuth Administration
Building.
“We think … when all the
lots are built, we’re going to be
12 [parking spots] short of what

we have now,” Sutherland said.
Additional parking will be
created through expansion
elsewhere on campus, such
as the upcoming addition to
Nussbaum.
“The [west] parking lot that
Swallow shares right now also
has a lot of staff parking in it.
That won’t be there because

See BUILDING, page 2

Balanced budget meets student, faculty needs
Tuition dollars
distributed to
fulﬁll academic
and facility
expectations
By Erin Pabody
News Co-Editor
When customers invest their
money in any product, they are
trusting that they will get what
they pay for. Taylor students and
their parents are no exception.
This year’s budget was
roughly $70.5 million, with
tuition at roughly $32,000 a
year for each student. Students
and parents often wonder where
all of their dollars are going.
Although the annual budget is
rather complicated, it can be
broken down into four simple
categories.
The ﬁrst is personnel.
According to vice president
of business and ﬁnance Ron
Sutherland, roughly 45 percent of
this year’s budget was dedicated
to serving Taylor University
employees. This money includes
faculty paychecks as well as
beneﬁts and development.
The second category of the

budget is ﬁnancial aid, which
claimed 20 percent of the budget
this year.
“[Financial aid] is helping us
determine the kinds of students
we want to have on campus,”
Sutherland said. “Some of it
helps students with need, some
of it helps music majors, some
helps students with academic
scores. It’s a way of making sure
you don’t just have one kind of
student or a homogeneous kind
of student.”
The third budget category
is money used for facilities.
Roughly 13 percent of this
year’s budget paid for the cost
of buildings. Anything from
maintenance and upkeep to
renovations and utilities is
covered in this cost.
The ﬁnal 22 percent of
the annual budget is the
miscellaneous category. These
costs include: dining commons
expenses, bookstore materials,
auxiliaries, and anything else
that helps Taylor function as a
university.
Many wonder why the cost of
Taylor continues to increase each
year. According to Sutherland,
the budget increases an average
of four to ﬁve percent each
school year, and there are many
factors that contribute to that

1 year for full-time students

$31,678

PERSONNEL
(Faculty payroll, benefits, etc.)

FINANCIAL AID
FACILITIES
EVERYTHING ELSE
(DC expenses, bookstore, etc.)
Luke Shuman

increase.
One reason for the annual
increase is to continue to meet
the faculty’s needs. Health
insurance is increasing by
eight to 12 percent every year.
The issue of raises for faculty
members who have earned
them is something else to
consider.”Managing people is
half of our budget challenge,”
Sutherland said. “Most people
give raises every year, we need to
cover the costs of those raises.”
According to Sutherland,
another prominent reason for
the annual increase in budget

is expectations. When culture
changes, so does the university.
Before internet access was
necessary for every student,
Taylor’s cost was much lower.
Before the idea of a food court
was prominent in society, meal
plans were less expensive due to
a lack of variety. As society and
culture develop new trends and
necessities, universities have to
meet those requirements.
“Expectations of what a
college delivers will continue
to rise,” Sutherland said. “The
tension is, what do you do for
employees? How many more

expectations are you going to
meet and [still] take care of
those who can’t afford to pay a
whole lot more every year?”
As the cost of a private
education
increases,
many
families are making sacriﬁces.
Taylor is one of many schools
trying to ﬁnd the best balance
between
affordability
and
making these four years well
worth the cost.
“It’s not just about changing
price,” Sutherland said. “It’s
about adding value.”

J-term class experiences ﬁlm up close
Students travel
to Utah for
Sundance
Film Festival
By Yvette Rattray
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Ten Taylor students and two
faculty members had the opportunity to attend Sundance, the
premier independent ﬁlm festival in America, during January.
The 2010 Sundance Film Festival was held in Park City, Utah.
The tourist attraction town converted places like synagogues,
schools and racquetball courts
into movie theatres.
“It was exciting just to be in
the place for great movies,” said
senior Jonathan Friday, a me-

Julia Berger

The Egyptian Theatre on Main Street in Park City, Utah.
dia communication production
major. “The entire ﬁlm industry
takes over this town, located in
Utah’s beautiful mountains, for
a two week period … and to actually be in the middle of it all was
just really exciting.”

Sundance is for independent
ﬁlms intentionally made to show
a deeper side of reality. By deﬁnition, an independent ﬁlm has
a smaller group working on the
ﬁlm, unlike a Hollywood studio
ﬁlm, which can involve thou-

sands of people. These smaller
groups of people are often passionate about their stories and
intend to share them in a personal way.
“A lot of these independent
ﬁlms would beat us up for an
hour and a half and it was not
easy … you would really have
to process these movies,” said
senior Brad Hoehner, a media
communication production major. “These movies raised a lot
of questions, but not a lot of answers.”
Before leaving Upland, the
students were given two books
to read--one on engaging ﬁlm
theologically and one about
the Sundance experience. Both
books helped the students prepare for the experience they
were about to undertake.
In addition to the books,
the students participated in the
Windrider forum, a discussion

group which examined a way to
process these ﬁlms theologically.
This class, which helped fulﬁll
three credits for an independent
ﬁlm course, met every morning at the Mountain Vineyard
Christian Fellowship before the
students would spend the rest
of the day viewing ﬁlms. Taylor
students were joined by Biola,
Fuller Theological Seminary and
Priddy Brothers Entertainment
in these discussions.
After each ﬁlm, students took
part in a question and answer
time with a director or actor.
Here, they learned how certain
scenes were shot or how the director was personally connected
to the story.
One director and writer, Greg
Helvey, spoke to the students
over a meal.

See FESTIVAL, page 2
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Mosaic Initiative casts
vision of diversity
President Habecker
will present a
new approach to
diversifying the
student body
By Hannah Warstler
Contributor

According to the Miniature Earth
Project, if the world were reduced to a
community of 100 people, there would
be 61 Asians, 13 Africans, 12 Europeans,
eight North Americans, and ﬁve South
Americans. Religiously, there would be
33 Christians, 18 Muslims, 14 Hindus
and 16 nonreligious people. Nine of the
100 people would be disabled and 14
would be illiterate. Forty-three would
live without basic sanitation and 18
without clean water. Six people—mostly
U.S. citizens—would own 59 percent of
the community’s entire wealth.
President Eugene Habecker’s Mosaic
Initiative, which he will present to the
board of trustees this month, is his

“People [who are]
part of a mosaic
do not lose their
giftedness or their
uniqueness within
the fabric of the
whole.”
vision to address this disparity.
As he explains in his proposal draft,
“I’ve used the term ‘mosaic initiative’
because I believe the concept of a
mosaic best represents what I have in
mind for Taylor University… People
[who are] part of a mosaic do not lose
their giftedness or their uniqueness
within the fabric of the whole. Indeed,
all are needed if the resulting fabric is to
reﬂect the beauty and color intended.”
The Mosaic Initiative will align
with Taylor’s mission and purpose

statements while seeking to take the
Taylor community to a new level of
interaction with the idea of diversity.
Habecker was inspired to use the
symbol of a mosaic during his stay in
Canada, where he heard historian Pierre
Burton use it to describe Canada’s
culture. Burton contrasted this with the
U.S. “melting pot.”
“In a melting pot, individual
differences are muted and culture
devolves to a common mean,” Habecker
said. The mosaic approach celebrates
the distinctions in each person as vital
elements of the overall masterpiece.
Ideas in the Mosaic Initiative
developed through Habecker’s own
experiences and his conversations with
Taylor students, faculty and staff.
“It’s integral to how I see Taylor
and what the future of Taylor needs
to be,” he said. “I want to make
students passionate about these things
misseologically and theologically.”
In the mid-70s he contributed to
the publication “Afﬁrmative Action in
the Independent College: A Practical
Planning Model.”
“I learned then that afﬁrmative action
and the matter of ‘preferences and
protected categories’ goes substantially
beyond the usual references ‘sexual,
ethnic, racial, and national origin,’
important as those categories are,”
Habecker said.
Habecker referred to Bible verses
like Colossians 3:11 and Revelation
7:9 that pronounce the inclusivity of
God’s kingdom. No one—no matter
their gender, race, cultural background,
past experiences or economic status—is
banned from a relationship with Christ
and an invitation into his family.
The Mosaic Initiative is designed to
help Taylor students embrace diversity
while still rejoicing in their unity in
Christ. Habecker envisions it stimulating
discussion among all involved with
Taylor—including faculty, students,
staff, parents and alumni—about how
God’s vision of diversity, reconciliation,
and unity should manifest through his
Church in the world today.
It is Habecker’s hope that such
discussion, combined with Taylor’s
commitment
to
cross-cultural
engagement, academic excellence, and
sound theology, will awaken students to
the heart and passion of God.

John Bruner

The Seminar in Independent Film class at the high school where “High School Musical”
was ﬁlmed in Salt Lake City, Utah.
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“It was so cool to see that this young
director made a ﬁlm about something
he was really passionate about and
then it got shown in Sundance,” said
sophomore Rikki Henry, a media communication production major. “This
inspired and encouraged me to go after
my dream of making indie ﬁlms.”
When the students returned to campus, they learned that Helvey’s ﬁlm
“Kavi,” a documentary detailing modern-day slavery, was nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Live Action
Short Film.
Sophomore Julia Berger, a me-

dia communication major, described
Helvey’s ﬁlm as “a serious topic that
needs to be addressed” and said serious
issues were a common theme among
the ﬁlms students saw at Sundance.
The familiar saying throughout the
week, “Hollywood ﬁlms comfort the afﬂicted; Sundance ﬁlms afﬂict the comfortable,” was shared by the Windrider
forum speaker Craig Detweiler, a professor at Pepperdine University.
The ﬁlms the students saw were not
Christian ﬁlms, but many ﬁlms dealt
with humanitarian issues. There was
occasionally a message of redemption
or hope at the end.

Media communication professor
Kathy Bruner encouraged the students
to pick a verse to help reﬂect on ﬁlms.
Senior Ryan Klaver, a media communication production major, chose 1 Thessalonians 5:21, “Test everything but
hold on to the good.” He continually
saw good things coming out of the bad
throughout the stories.
“If the kingdom of heaven can burst
through these stories with redemption
and hope,” Klaver said, “then, for the
future, I look forward to telling good
stories with real people and hoping to
have a real impact too.”

Transforming

BUILDING, from page 1
some of the staff will be moving to
different buildings,” Sutherland said.
Long-term plans include an addition
on the Reade Center, a shift in which
departments are housed in Ayres,
and possibly registrar and ﬁnancial
aid ofﬁces in a new student center.
Eventually, the Freimuth building will
be removed.
“It’s a lot of dominoes and different
buildings that will replace [Freimuth],”
Sutherland said. “That’s why we think
this building’s probably got a ten year
life …”
Once it is vacated, Freimuth will
be demolished to make room for
another apartment building, similar
in style, which will hold 90 students.

The administration plans to keep
expanding residence options to
accommodate a growing student body.
However, Sutherland estimates that it
will be another ﬁve years before enough
students enroll to merit a new building.
At that point, student development
may hold off on the apartments and
opt for traditional housing with an
addition to Gerig Hall.
Whichever way student development
chooses to go, students can get used to
the sights and sounds of construction
on campus.

"I was drawn to Grace and the area by its cost eﬀectiveness.
What’s kept me here are the gifted professors. Their formidable
academic knowledge has been matched only by their
spirituality. They are fully engaged in ministry themselves and
personally care about my spiritual development. Outside of
classroom, we discuss and pray over the joys and the struggles
of ministry. I receive great encouragement from them. I will
continually look back on this time with deep gratitude."
Kenneth Hurne, Grace Seminary Student

A glimpse of Grace:
• Biblically Rooted • Academically Excellent
• Culturally Sensitive • Spiritually Transforming
• Ministry Focused
M.A., M.Div., D.Min. on-campus programs available.
Two M.A. programs offered online.
FOr more Info
Contact:

866.974.7223
gts.grace.edu
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Earthquake in Haiti reaches Taylor’s campus
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
“I heard and felt a loud boom … I
realized the whole room was swaying
side to side and undulating up and
down. After maybe 10, 15 seconds …
the movements started getting a little
closer together … there was a shuddering jarring, that’s when things
started ﬂying down around us and off
shelves,” said Taylor Assistant Professor of Computer Science Physics Leon
Amstutz, who was in Haiti during the
Jan. 12 earthquake.
Leon Amstutz and sophomore engineering physics major Jared King were
in Haiti to work with a radio ministry
called Radio Lumiere over J-term.
Their stories shed light on the situation in Haiti and God’s ultimate provision throughout their experience.
Amstutz, who is also an academic
technology specialist at Taylor, has
partnered with the Christian-based
radio station since 1973. Radio Lumiere started over 50 years ago with one
station and now covers 90 percent of
the country, broadcasting in English,
Creole and French.
Amstutz, King, and computer engineer Alan Good arrived in Haiti on
Jan. 5 intending to do routine maintenance and improve the station’s
technical capabilities. The goal for
the trip was to enable Radio Lumiere,
which broadcasts on two frequencies,
to broadcast at all times through computerization.
A week into the group’s visit, at 4:53
p.m., the earthquake hit Haiti.
“I didn’t notice the severity of the
earthquake at ﬁrst because we didn’t
have any structural damage where I

was at the station.” King said. “The
only thing was bookcases falling
over and spilling the contents on the
ground.”
Amstutz walked around outside the
building to assess any damage. “The
feeling was very strange, even though
the ground was steady,” he said. “I had
lost my equilibrium—It took several
minutes for that to wear off, after that
violent shaking.”
The group soon realized the farreaching ramiﬁcations of the earthquake.
“The host family was coming to pick
us up and their sons were there,” King
said. “One son works in graphic arts
and his building suffered quite a bit of
damage—he thought people died inside his building.”
They soon learned Haiti had been
hit by a magnitude 7.0 earthquake,
and that over 100,000 people were estimated dead.
After the earthquake, the electricity immediately went out and phones
stopped working.
They were left without communication until Wednesday when they ﬁnally were able to get word out about
their safety.
Taylor ofﬁcials were relieved that
they were safe, but were worried about
the potentially volatile environment
and decided the best thing was for
Amstutz and King to come home a
week early, a decision that initially did
not sit well.
“At ﬁrst I wasn’t really keen on it,
because I was already in the country
[and] I didn’t feel any danger ... as
time went on I realized the legal things
to do with keeping people safe,” King
said. “I realized it was … good how
things worked out.”

Amstutz and King learned from the
Missionary Aviation Fellowship that
two planes were arriving on Tuesday.
They quickly tried to repair and clean
up as much of the radio station as possible before they left, getting only an
hour or two of sleep Monday night.
“It was hard to get into the airport
just because of the trafﬁc,” King said.
“The airport only has a single runway
and no taxi strip, so they would land,
pull a U-turn and come back up the
runway and park.”
Tuesday, they boarded a corporate
jet owned and volunteered by NASCAR team Hendrick Motorsports and
ﬂew to Ft. Pierce, Fla. Upon arrival in
the farmland area, Amstutz quickly realized there was no transportation and
no way to contact Taylor. There were
national media crews at the landing
strip ﬁlming a documentary and Amstutz was able to borrow a cell phone
and call his wife.
After learning that Taylor was still
trying to make arrangements to get
them home but not sure what those
were, Amstutz decided that their best
chance was to make the two-hour
drive to Ft. Lauderdale. Amstutz and
King were invited to join a car already
heading there, eliminating the need
for an expensive taxi ride.
They were met by the sheriff’s department, who took them to the Red
Cross station at the airport.
“They said, ‘We’ve got food and cots
for you, we have a telephone line for
you to use,’ so I called American Airlines, and they had reservations for us
to ﬂy out the very next day,” Amstutz
said.
When Amstutz and King went to
board the plane the next morning,
they were informed of $40 charges

for their luggage, but the charge was
waived when they explained that they
had been in Haiti.
“We were able to leave Haiti and get
all the way home without spending a
single penny,” said Amstutz, adding
that such an experience convinced
them they had done the right thing
by leaving because God provided for
them every step of the way.
He offered advice to people wondering what they can do to help the recovery efforts.
“The biggest need right now is for
organization in getting the aid to the
people,” said Amstutz. “A lot of the
groups started sending money without having any clear idea—there were
pallets after pallets of food piled up,
because they had no way to transport
them. Now is the time to work through
the existing mission agencies, who
know the people.”
Amstutz explained that the situation
is still traumatic for many. “Most of
the Haitians are not sleeping in their
houses. They are fearful of going back
in, so there are all these people outside.”
It is estimated that 50 percent of the
buildings in the capital were either destroyed or damaged, according to CBC
News.
For the most part, however, Haitians
are bonding together during this difﬁcult time.
“They are helping one another; the
Christians were singing hymns,” said
Amstutz, who referenced assistant
professor of management Evan Wood,
Wednesday’s chapel speaker. “Wood
made the statement, ‘If you have hope
in Christ, you have it in death,’ and we
saw that in the Haitian community.”

Semester in China produces more than book knowledge
By Jennie Binion
Contributor

I spent the Fall 2009 semester studying in Xiamen, China, an island off the
coast of the Fujian province.
Already, you’re lost. Not only do you
not know how to pronounce those
names, but you’ve probably never even
seen them in print. It’s alright. Neither
had I.
Really, though, to say I spent the semester studying is kind of a lie. I did
study ... but I also climbed the Great
Wall, published an article in the Xiamen Daily newspaper, ate fried scorpion, rode a 324 km/hr train, and
almost forgot how to use a fork. So if
you’re asking yourself, “Should I study

abroad?” the answer is, “Duh!”
Here in the West, we have heard
many things about China, especially
about the church. As they say, everything you have heard about China is
probably true … somewhere in China.
Are Christians allowed to gather freely for worship in China? Yes. Is there
persecution of Christians in China?
Yes. Is the church alive and growing in
China? Absolutely.
The history of Christianity in China
is short and somewhat troubled. Some
Western missionaries were connected with the lethal opium trade that
wreaked havoc in China in the mid
1800s, one reason why China eventually shut missionaries out. But Christ
was not shut out.
Averse to Western inﬂuence, the
atheistic Chinese government set up

“The start of election campaigning has been postponed from
February 7 to February 12 to
give time to the federal court to
look into our inquiry,”
-Hamdiya al-Husseini, an ofﬁcial with the Independent High
Electoral Commission talks
about Iraqi elections

On This Day in History
Feb. 5
1783

Sweden recognized the independence of the United States.

1846

“The Oregon Spectator,” based
in Oregon City, became the first
newspaper published on the
Pacific coast.

1924

The BBC time signals, or
“pips,” from Greenwich
Observatory were heard for the
first time. They are broadcast
every hour.

1953

The Walt Disney’s film “Peter
Pan” opened at the Roxy
Theatre in New York City.

1972

Bob Douglas became the
first black man elected to the
Basketball Hall of Fame in
Springfield, Mass.

www.on-this-day.com

Jennie Binion

Jennie Binion poses with her friend Sherry during the fall semester she
spend in China.
the Three-Self church in the 1950s to
be self-supporting, self-governed, and
self-propagating. Some Chinese church

WORLD

leaders chose instead to remain unregistered, viewing the Three-Self church
as a sell-out to true Christianity. Other
churches are unable to register simply
because they are too small or rural to
afford the paperwork and hassle. Because they are essentially breaking the
law, the unregistered church runs the
risk of government harassment, which
does happen in some areas. Division
between the registered and unregistered church continues today.
I attended a Three-Self church while
I was in China. The last Sunday I was
there, I took a Chinese friend with me
who had never attended church before.
In asking her impressions of it afterward, she said, “There were so many
more people than I expected.”
Christianity is seen by many young
students and intellectuals as some-

thing that only older people need—and
granted, the majority of those at the
church I attended were over the age of
ﬁfty. But as young people begin to see
Christ in their Christian peers, they are
becoming increasingly curious.
As is probably true of many Taylor
students who study abroad, I gained
a broader perspective of the Body of
Christ. My roommate, Michelle Knapton, summed this up beautifully in
relaying her experience in Ethiopia:
“I met a lot of brothers and sisters in
Christ that I didn’t even know existed.”
While many of the Chinese students
and professors with whom I interacted
were not Christians, there were a few
who were refreshingly candid about
their relationship with Christ. I met
students who were passionate about
sharing the gospel to their own generation in China. Some were pursuing
Christ in opposition to the wishes of
their families. Some were working to go
overseas to get better training in order
to share the gospel.
You may not have the chance to go
to China in person the way I did, but
you can continue to pray for our brothers and sisters in China, because they
do indeed exist. We can pray, as Jesus
did in John 17:20-21, that the church in
China may be one, looking forward to
the day when we all will be one as the
Body of Christ.

Darfur tragedy still calls for justice
Sudan- Trials in March led to more inquiries Wednesday for Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-Bashir. A possible
charge for genocide was added to his
pre-existing international arrest warrant. The charges are crimes against
humanity and war crimes in the region
of Darfur.

U.S. missile-shield moved
Romania- Plans to construct an antimissile base in Poland and the Czech
Republic have been changed. Instead,
Obama has chosen to build the base in
Romania. The new location appeases
Russia and provides a better defense
against Iranian missiles.

Missionaries accused of kidnapping
Haiti- Ten U.S. citizens have been
charged with kidnapping, conspiracy,
and child criminal association. The
group from a church in Idaho attempted
to move 33 children from Haiti to the
Dominican Republic.

Violence in Somalia calls for action
Somalia- An aid group in Somalia has
taken a stand against random acts of
violence in public places. Indiscriminate
ﬁring of weapons in markets and residential areas has become more common in the last year.

Russia ﬁghts the pull of the West
Russia- The Institute of Contemporary
Development in Russia advised its
president to make changes. The country runs the risk of losing young people
to the West if alterations like ending
censorship of the news media and allowing the election of governors are not
made.

Currency battle
China- Disputes between Chinese and
U.S. companies over currency prices
are complicating trade. The U.S. has
accused Chinese companies of undervaluing their currency in order to create
a surplus of proﬁts on their end.

Hospitalized President causes strife
Nigeria- Nigerian President Umaru
Yar’Adua was hospitalized in November, and his absence has greatly limited
the government’s power. The Nigerian
Cabinet is split in its opinion that the
President is no longer able to run the
country.

Peace talks to resume
India- After a bomb attack on Mumbai
in 2008, talks between India and Pakistan’s foreign secretaries were halted.
India has now offered to resume discussion to improve relations and peace
between the two countries.
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Lighthouse 2010

a. Ache child Wachugi, looks
up at sophomore Josh Jerele
while posing for a picture with
sophomore Tyler Sahly and
senior Arne Fahlen during VBS
in Paraguay.

This January, 115 team members embarked on Lighthouse trips to 7 global
destinations: The Czech Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, India,
Paraguay, and Southeast Asia. All trips returned safely home, and brought
with them unforgettable experiences, new friendships, and lots of photos
that captured some of their adventures abroad.

b. On a beach near El Guabo,
Ecuador, sophomore Nate
Boland, David Zilz, Jake Cooper, and James Convy demonstrate show of their sunburnt muscles with the local
children.

by Alissa Goeglein & Adrienne Chaudoin
Life & Times Co-Editors

c. Junior Kirstin Cornfield embraces two children from a village in Southeast Asia.

b

d. In a school, 16 Taylor students use their performing arts
ministry to share the gospel
while working alongside Youth
For Christ in India.
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e. Taylor defensive line coach
Tony Kijanko uses his football
strength to playfully lift an Ecuadorian boy.
f. Junior Heidi Braaten plays
pattycake with one of the
house girls, Snafakish, at Project Mercy in Ethiopia.

e

The Adventures of Alissa & Adrienne
Dale Bernstein: Past Present Exhibit
Dale Bernstein, an Indianapolis native, has his work
on display at Indiana Wesleyan’s Beard Arts center.
Bernstein is popular for using the wet plate process to
develop his photos. The wet plate process is an art in
itself, requiring the entire process to take 10 minutes or
less to be completed. This calls for the photographer to
carry a portable darkroom to develop the photos immediately. The process was replaced at the end of the 19th
century with dry plates, making the wet plate process
rare. Bernstein’s photos are indeed unique with spots,
blemishes and imperfect edges. His photos include
portraits and still life. The portraits look aged, an ideal
feature of the modern wet plate process. And nothing
seems to be quite in focus. The pictures are in black
and white or sepia tones, the only colors the wet plate
process allows. Besides portraits, Bernstein’s exhibit includes still life pictures of fruit, small trinkets and shots
of Indianapolis. The exhibit will be open until Feb. 11.

g. The Guatemala team poses
proudly at the bottom of their
freshly-dug cistern.
h. Ache children show their
Ohio pride in the Arroyo Bandera Community in Paraguay.
i. Junior Samantha Stevens
and senior Lauren Peltier cuddle with Roma (gypsy) children
in between turns at a Czech
bowling alley.

Next stop: potential sledding destinations!

Laura Schmucker

Kelsey Armbruster

c

!

YO, ADRIENNE

(AND ALISSA)

Yo, Adrienne!
It was Groundhog’s Day this Tuesday, and I’ve heard that
the little rat doomed us to 6 more weeks of winter. Is his
word credible? What’s the deal with this weird tradition?
How can I stay sane through the maddening extra few
weeks of cold?
Truly,
Your Frozen and Curious Friend

a
Maggie Burns

d

Julie Caldwell

g

i

h
Josh Jerele

f

Rachel Brown

Megan Wood

Dear Frozen Friend,
The little rat is a groundhog named Punxsutawney Phil,
who hails from Punxsutawney, PA. Each year on Feb.
2, the town puts on a festival to celebrate his emergence from his temporary home on Gobbler’s Knob. A
crowd gathers around his hole and, as legend has it, if
he “sees his shadow” and returns back to his hole, we
will be forced to suffer though 6 more weeks of winter.
This longstanding tradition began in 1887 and some
Punxsutawney folk believe today’s Phil is still the same
one from over 120 years ago. However, science tells
us groundhogs have a maximum lifespan of ten years,
which means Phil has lived twelve regular groundhogs’
worth of lives. If this is indeed true, his ability to predict
the weather should pale in comparison to the fact that
he is an immortal being.
In terms of the credibility, according to the StormFax
Weather Almanac, Phil has been 39 percent accurate
to date, so it’s easy to presume he could be wrong yet
again. But if he is right, I suggest a few things to help
keep your sanity through the next month and a half.
First, hurry to the nearest local tanning salon and buy
a month unlimited. Vitamin D is produced by your
skin in response to sunlight exposure, and a lack
of it can cause a form of winter depression. If you
don’t want to risk skin cancer and/or leathery skin,
try a sun lamp. Next, try to get yourself addicted to
a TV series, preferably one from another place or
time period. Watch at least 3 episodes a day, and
you may be able to completely forget you live in
the bitterly cold middle-of-nowhereland. Last, if
all else fails, have a good belly laugh over the fact
that some 21st century Americans still take
Punxsutawney Phil XII’s prediction seriously.

Answering your
questions one round at a
time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

Lame-term? Yay-term?
Take this quiz to measure your J-term’s “successfulness”

Be Mine?

by Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
While Lighthouse teams did noble
work in far off places, the rest of us
schmucks withstood January in blustery Indiana. J-term has the capacity
to be a soul-sucking stretch of academic agony, but it can also produce
some of the college’s most endearing
memories. Use our scientifically reliable quiz below to discover whether
or not your J-Term was worthwhile.
What time was your class?
A: 8 AM.
B: Late morning.
C: Afternoon.
D: Online! Schedules not applicable!
How much sleep did you average
per night?
A: 9 hours or more.
B: 6-8 hours.
C: Eh, not much, but I napped a lot.
D: 5-Hour energy drinks were my
lifeblood.
Which of the following best describes your religious affiliation?
A: Agnostic/atheist
B: Mormon
C: Jew
D: Christian

How many forts did you build?
A: Zero, I’m lame.
B: One, but it was really just a blanket draped over a couple chairs.
C: Two. And they were awesome.
D: Behold: Fortville, USA!

Need a date for Valentine’s Day? Want to help out
your painfully shy roommate? Send us a personal ad
via e-mail and we’ll feature it in next week’s V-Day
looooove issue. echo.lifeandtime@gmail.com.

How many new pals did you make?
A: Zero, I’m an ogre.
B: One or two … six if you count
animals.
C: Enough to start a baseball team.
D: The real question is how many
pals DIDN’T I make?

Anderson Cooper

TMZ

New York Times

The Onion

BBC

Twitter

Conan O’Brien

Facebook Newsfeed

Robert Craton

National Enquirer

The Echo

Your Roommate’s
Friend’s Sister’s Mom

News Sources

How much stuff did you learn in
your class?
A: Lots! It was all very fascinating.
B: Enough to get a B.
C: Well, see, all the quizzes were
online, so….
D: I ain’t no nerd.

M
I
S
S
E
D
CONNECTIONS

Add up your score:
A= 1 point
B= 2 points
C= 3 points
D= 4 points

Hopeful hand brushes, encouraging eye
contact, and stirring second glances

4-10 points= Lame-term
10-15 points= Okay-term
15-20 points= Yay-term
20-24 points= The closest it gets to
Heaven on earth.

Comic by Hannah Beers
Are you this girl? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.
com and we’ll connect you. If you have an encounter of your
own, one of your friend’s, or a made up one, let us know the date,
location, and a brief recap of the encounter so we can post it in
next week’s Echo as a comic strip.
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n Feb. 4, 1999, four New York City
police ofﬁcers emptied 41 rounds of
gunﬁre into 23-year-old Guinea native Amadou Diallo, killing him after he
reached for what they assumed was a gun. The
gun, it turned out, was his wallet.
In the weeks following the incident, an enraged
roster of hip-hop artists—Common, Mos Def,
Dead Prez, Wu-Tang Clan, Talib Kweli, Public Enemy and Immortal Technique, among others—released tracks expressing the same essential message: that “accidents” like these have no place in
America.
Oddly, the rest of the music world remained
quiet, with the exception of Bruce Springsteen,
whose controversial “41 Shots (American Skin)”[i]
showed sympathy to both Diallo and the police
ofﬁcers and resulted in boycotts of his shows.
While Springsteen’s response, in tune with his
usual outspokenness, offered a slight resuscitation
to the dying spirit of rock ‘n’ roll noncompliance,
the hip-hop community had ofﬁcially established
itself as the preeminent voice of sociopolitical discontent in popular music.
On the surface, this appeared to be a sad yet
necessary evolution in our country’s musical
physiognomy, a case of new tradition overtaking the old. But this was problematic. Hip-hop,
ever since its birth out of the South Bronx in the
late 1970s, has always depended on being disruptive. Its constant depictions and rejections of
demoralizing urban disparities have pigeonholed
the genre, to the point where, if rock ‘n’ roll is an
art form occasionally fraught with drama, hip-hop
more resembles drama fraught with art.
Hip-hop artists, unlike
artists in less aggressive genres, do not
have the luxury of
producing
tender
lyrical
content[ii].
Instead,
their

popularity relies on verbal effrontery
a n d
nail-tough facades, as the market they serve[iii]
demands immersion into ghettocentric ideology,
the perverse desire to gawk from a safe distance
at an urban hell they’d otherwise never care to
experience.
The terrible consequence of this is that many
profound and anguished statements against the
cruelties of particular social realities are taken as
novelty, especially when contrasted with some
of the more, um, droll themes distinctive to the
genre[iv]. Essentially, outcries are rarely taken seriously, and even when they are, they’re of very
little consequence[v].
The current popular music landscape, then, is
one markedly lacking the courage and rebelliousness so prominent in decades past. What’s perceived to be cutting edge is really just a matter of
who can stretch the boundaries of offensiveness
the farthest, who can establish their presence the
loudest, and which pop diva can make the most
public appearances sans undergarments.
Perhaps the most obnoxious exempliﬁcation
of this condition is weird-for-the-sake-of-weird
poster gal Lady Gaga, whose ascent from unknown songwriter to superstardom involved little
more than watching The Rocky Horror Picture
Show and taking wardrobe cues. Her shtick, that
she’s the fabulous byproduct of fame’s seamy
underbelly, is markedly appealing to the young,
directionless audience to which she caters. She’s about achieving dreams by
any means necessary, with no regard
for conventional notions of virtue[vi].
American musicians have long
earned notoriety for ego and ﬂamboyance, but the great showmen and
personalities from the annals of rock—
James Brown, Elvis, Freddie Mercury,
Mick Jagger, etc.—have always
served a sort of higher ideal with

[i] In contention with “Lost in the Flood” and “Jungleland” for the most devastating tune
in his repertoire.
[ii] Rappers could more easily get away with murder than, say, waxing poetic about a
late summer sunset.
[iii] 70% of hip-hop is purchased by whites and non-Blacks, indicating that relatability
has very little to do with its popularity. It’s more about marveling than understanding.
[iv] While 64% of mainstream rap songs carry themes of violence, 23% address female
rear-ends. No other genre comes close in this latter respect, with R&B in a far second
at 1.76%.

their music, invoking something almost spiritual in
their performances, as if a rock show and a revival
were one in the same. Gaga fails in this respect,
serving instead the transcendent Self, shamelessly exalting a commercial persona that’s beyond
her control.
Even in the more conscionable indie music
scene, artists today are failing to leave a valuable,
measurable effect on the culture. There’s a certain smugness that exists, an irritable state of cool
that neither offends nor exhilarates, which musical culture critic Sasha Frere Jones attributes to a
lack of rooted identity in the scene and a need for
more genre miscegenation[vii].
But consider Vampire Weekend, the immensely
successful (commercially and otherwise) indie
band formed three years ago out of Columbia
University, whose music draws heavily on African
inﬂuences and somewhat distances itself from
the rest of the scene. In a New Yorker proﬁle of
the band, Lizzie Widdicombe notes that the band
is “capable of offending in a fresh way,” and that
they might hold that old rock ‘n’ roll capacity to
create shockwaves—saviors in an unlikely package, perhaps. Yet instead of engaging and utilizing this capacity in service of a higher musical
ideal, the band seems content to carry on with
no greater conviction, acting precisely how
we’ve come to expect uber-privileged twenty-somethings to act[viii].
Though Lady Gaga and Vampire Weekend are hardly representative of everything going on in their respective scenes,
they both could be accurate indicators
of a wayward future of American popular
music.
And while certainly a fair number of artists are doing their share to preserve that
spirit and authority of rock ‘n’ roll yore, the
magnitude of their inﬂuence can’t compare
to that vitality--that hallowed energy--potent

[v] One of the rare exceptions to this is N.W.A.’s monumental Straight Outta Compton,
which was decried by politicians and mothers for its violent, anti-white, and misogynist
themes. Interestingly though, out of the 51 acts of physical violence depicted in the
album, 50 of them are black-on-black, a fact that is outright ignored by detractors.
[vi] Diverging brieﬂy here, never have I seen college girls take such staunchly polarized
views on anything than they have Lady Gaga. They’re either enchanted or bothered
terribly by her, and, boys, if you’re ever struggling to move conversation on a pick-adate or something, just say “Lady Ga—,” and before you get that last syllable out your
date’ll be off on a diatribe.
[vii] Jones on the Arcade Fire: “[i]f there is a trace of soul, blues, reggae, or funk […] it
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even decades later in the scratchy recordings that
mean so much to our cultural history.
In this dismal meantime, we can cherish those
living progenitors and ambassadors of rock
Americana, like Bob Dylan and Neil Young, and
the later disciples like Tom Waits and Steve Earle,
all of whom write and perform with conviction and
reverence for the seismic, transformative powers
of rock[ix].
And the more activist-minded hip-hop artists,
those who are so misunderstood and misrepresented in their genre, should not be ignored or
regarded with condescension, but rather embraced. They are voices representing a largely
voiceless culture, and while it sometimes seems
rappers can be more quantitative than qualitative
with their First Amendment usage, many are confronting serious content matter with brilliance and
distinction and righteous heat.
If music is really to be counter-cultural, then
there can’t be hesitation or complacency when it
comes to addressing the stuff that really matters,
nor can there be a dearth of innovation.
As listeners, we bear the responsibility to consume not just what entertains us or heightens our
emotions, but also music that will endure, songs
that eschew the petty and speak with penetrating volume of the injustices, joys, and beliefs that
truly inform us of what it is to be a human being.
- by Steve Etheridge

must be philosophical; it certainly isn’t audible.”
[viii] From the Chicago Sun-Times: “[Lead singer Ezra Koenig] is hardly following in
the footsteps of J.D. Salinger, John Updike or John Irving by illuminating the profound
emptiness hiding behind the cheerfully privileged façade; he is celebrating the superﬁcialities.” From the Village Voice: “VW’s music, lyrically and sonically, emits the putrescent
stench of old money, of old politics, of old-guard high society.”
[ix] Respect also due for worthy representatives in the more subordinated genres, like
Terence Blanchard and John Adams (Adams’ On the Transmigration of Souls, by the
way, will not only leave you bawling but will inspire patriotism within you like you’ve
never known).

Avatar
Film Review

Badlands
Chris Staples

There are movies that change your life (Radio with Cuba Gooding Jr.), and then there are movies that
make more money than you ever will in your life (Titanic by James Cameron). I had of course heard a lot of
hype about the next more-money-than-your-life ﬁlm, James Cameron’s Avatar, but I hadn’t been convinced
that it would match up to the heart-racing thrills of the ﬁrst Transformers or the intrigue of the Left Behind
ﬁlm adaptations with Kirk Cameron. I was pleasantly surprised to discover that Avatar is one of the best
ﬁlms of all time, on par with Casablanca and Gone with the Wind.
The story is completely original: a man with Stockholm syndrome who can change into an alien at will.
The 3D effects added another dimension to the story, and I found the neon-blue skin of the aliens a pleasant change from the typical green, gray or black of most sci-ﬁ ﬁlms.
The decision to include graphic nudity and an unnecessary sex scene in the ﬁlm was a brave artistic decision and, while I do not agree with it, it places James Cameron among the most avant-garde of contemporary ﬁlmmakers. Highly recommended.

Don’t hate the emo kid - especially if you’re referring to Chris Staples, who has transcended its
stereotypes by always creating colorful, well-crafted songs. Perhaps you retain a secretive indie
pride in owning a copy of “Regulate The Chemicals” by his late, original rock front Twothirtyeight.
(Yes, this is the band that hipsters wish they had been aware of.)
Although his days of embellished, southern rock dissonance have been deserted, thankfully
Staples has continued to write music. His penultimate release came under the auspices of Discover America, a more electronically-driven project produced for Tooth & Nail Records. His latest
and independent solo LP release, “Badlands,” serenades with hushed vocals and crisp guitar lines.
He describes his acoustic songwriting as “white spiritual,” evidenced on his Facebook page and
in such tracks as “The Lady of Fortune” or “The Good Things.” Clever metaphor is infused in the
imaginative “Hummingbird,” and Staples’ shoe-gaze keyboards return for the haunting “Thrift Store
Jesus Painting.” For fans of ominous, coaxingly crafted rhyme and Bazan-inspired musical and
spiritual insight, Staples is sure to whet your sonic appetite. That is, if you can obtain a copy of his
latest release, which – for the moment – is only sold at shows. How underrated!

Chris Clampitt

Andy Sharkey

LESSONS

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO GIVE
BEGINNER. INTERMEDIATE HUNTER
JUMPER LESSONS IN MY BARN. THERE
ARE SEVERAL STUDENTS. GOOD
WAGES EXTRA BENEFITS. FOR MORE
INFO CALL KATHY.
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A Christian nation? Realizations before moving on
By Chris Clampitt
Columnist
What is implicit in the phrase “America is a Christian nation”?
It is tacitly assumed that because
Christians founded America, America
was therefore founded as a Christian
nation and should also continue to be
a Christian nation. But what if we conceive of this as unfortunate but historical and cultural accidental rather than
what has made America great?
Of course America was founded as
a “Christian” nation. What educated
white heterosexual male at the time
didn’t profess to be Christian?
Which European nation didn’t consider itself Christian? How could America have been founded as anything other
than a Christian nation?

“How could
America have
been founded as
anything other
than a Christian
nation?”
We’re tempted to imagine that America’s greatness is due to Christianity.
This cause-effect relationship ﬂatters
our own evangelicalism. But wrong
cause-effect relationships are lazy and
offensive—as when creationists suggest
that evolutionary theory buttressed Nazism.
But if Christianity hasn’t made America an exceptional nation, what has?
Since its inception, America has, albeit inconsistently for women and ethnic and sexual minorities, embraced
political liberalism in the forms of liberal democracy and secular pluralism.
America also has many abundant natu-

ral resources, was separated from many
of Europe’s continental wars, and currently has the most powerful military on
earth.
There are many other reasons for
America’s greatness—not excepting the
hard work and ingenuity of its citizens—
but none of them are uniquely caused
by Christianity.
This is not to say that Christianity has
not had any positive effects on America.
Perhaps the Constitution really was inspired by a Judeo-Christian heritage;
the Crusades, the Inquisition, pogroms,
religious persecution, and many of the
oppressive juridical practices of Christian Europe certainly were.
The reality is that Christianity, as
lived out by Christians, has been both
good and bad because Christians are
both good and bad. It is pointless here
to play the “We’re the Good, Genuine
Christians” game—John Calvin thought
he was too when he insisted his theological enemy Michael Servetus be burned
alive.
Joan of Arc was burned alive in a war
between two Christian nations that declared themselves to be ﬁghting with
God on their side. Bible- and Pope-believing Christians slaughtered Native
North Americans and South Americans,
respectively.
I do not remind us of Western Christianity’s embarrassing history maliciously; rather, I want to emphasize that
there is no cause-effect relationship between confessed Christianity and greatness, or even between confessed Christianity and correct morals. Nothing is as
simple as “Christian: good” and “nonChristian: bad.” To think so is naïve.
A man or woman of God is, I think,
largely deﬁned by how he or she deals
with life after the cause-effect relationship between America’s Christianity and
America’s greatness—between Christianity and morality—has been dispelled.
Thus the saddest, most heartbreaking
implication of “America is a Christian
nation” is that evangelicals have not
humbled themselves enough to escape
the conﬂation of Christianity with morality. We have not truly become men
and women of God.

Secret? I wish!

By Brittany Unruh
Columnist
It is impossible to sit on the couch
and watch a Victoria Secret commercial with a member of the opposite sex
and feel completely comfortable. I also
know that, girls, it is impossible to leave
a Victoria Secret magazine face-up if
you know your dad or brother might
see it.
Try to walk by a Victoria Secret store
in the mall without making your boyfriend close his eyes. Guys, try to walk
by a Victoria Secret store or watch one
of their commercials without feeling
guilty or uncomfortable. If you are trying to stay pure, doing these things will
make it difﬁcult to do so. What should
this tell you?
Victoria Secret is shoving sexuality in
our faces. Because of its explicit advertisements and store fronts, women are
being sexually objectiﬁed and men are
being subjected to blatant sexual messages—all of which could be prevented.
Also, Victoria Secret sells sweat pants,
pajama pants, etc., which have cutesy
little messages written on the backside.
What some of you may not realize, is
your rear-end is now a walking billboard; not for “Varsity” or “Pink,” but
for your actual rear-end.
You are now providing a red, ﬂashing neon sign to men that says “LOOK
HERE!” And guess what? They do.
I had a young man give a speech about
modesty, and he admitted that even
though he was trying to be respectful
with his eyes, his biggest obstacle in doing so was the “billboard backside” as
I like to call it. He admitted that this
would easily cause him to stumble and
asked young women to just buy plain
sweat pants and help him out.
Is that what we want? Do we women
ﬁnd it cute to attract men in the wrong
kind of ways by sending them sexual
messages and causing them to stumble?

I see nothing cute about this.
Not only that, but your patronage is
helping fund those commercials that
you won’t let your boyfriend watch on
TV and those storefronts you walk by
quickly so you don’t feel awkward.
And the Victoria Secret website is
blocked on our campus because for a
very obvious reason: Young people use
the magazines and advertisements for
(ahem) the wrong reasons.
And not to a great extent, but your
cute little pajama pants helped to buy
those ads which objectify women and
make others stumble.

“Do we women ﬁnd
it cute to attract men
in the wrong kind
of ways by sending
them sexual mesages
and causing them to
stumble?”

There are so many solutions here:
Macy’s, Dillards, even Target sell cute,
quality products without turning women into sex objects. I feel that especially
at Taylor we should be concerned about
keeping ourselves and those around us
protected from these things.
Let’s make it easy on those trying to
stay pure! There are enough raunchy
images out there with expensive cologne and perfume commercials, so let’s
class-up the media’s image of women,
and also save our minds some serious
impure trouble.

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
If you’ve had decent enough grades
and ﬁnances to make it through seven
semesters here, and if you’ve maintained at least some awareness to your
surroundings, you’ll ﬁnd your brain
teeming with facts that would’ve been
handy back during Welcome Weekend
freshman year.
Like, for instance, that there are no
agreed upon standards for basic human
hygiene, and that some people, lamentably, will be remembered most for
their odor. Or that despite any damages
to property, or cleanup efforts involving decomposing animals, pranks can
always be enjoyed, if not cherished, in
hindsight.
That videogames can be just as enslaving, and sometimes as destructive,
as any illicit substance, which very well
may be the most pathetic reality to ever
confront our generation. And that nobody, after making an intentional effort
to distance themselves from videogames to do something better, ever felt
like they were missing out.
That quiet people, on the whole, are
two to three times more interesting than
loud people. That diversity has much
less to do with ethnicity than you think.
That parents go criminally underappreciated during high school years.

That considering the risks consciously assumed by riders, there is nothing
wrong with hoping for crashes at Taylathon. And that hipster kids, for all their
nonconformity, are by and far the easiest people group to stereotype. That the
bell tower could use some genre variety
in its iTunes.
That thinking of Ramen broth just one
time as tasting like sweat will ruin Ramen for you forever. That open house
hours are more liberating than restricting, particularly if you take solace in
people being themselves.
That deer really aren’t all that majestic.

“That pretty much
everyone thinks
Pat Robertson is a
loon.”
That whether you say “pop” or “soda”
has no real consequence on anything,
and that no reputation is more overinﬂated than that of the Polar Pop.
That enduring Indiana winters lessens your capacity to appreciate surprise. That in Heaven there will be no
such thing as wet pant cuffs.
That more often than not, weirdness
in a person is correlative with authenticity, and, conversely, that the persons
who ﬁt all the right molds of social propriety are usually more interested in
appeasement, if anything. That young
people with staunch political orienta-

tions are typically only slightly more
informed than the average bumper
sticker.
That regularly getting eight hours of
sleep is in many ways irresponsible, especially if your friends are still awake.
That in a good friendship, silence in a
conversation doesn’t spawn anxiety.
That ﬁlling a leadership position does
not make you a leader. That pretty
much everyone thinks Pat Robertson is
a loon.
That living on a ﬂoor with seventy
other people is no guarantee against
loneliness.
That on this campus good people
sometimes do terrible things, terrible
things sometimes happen to good people, guises of spirituality are sometimes
employed for personal gain, sex crimes
sometimes go unreported, and suicide
is sometimes considered an option.
That realities like these should never be
ignored.
That every friendship is meaningful.
That not only is everyone capable of being liked but, more importantly, loved.
That the fact that you’re at a private
Christian university doesn’t matter
much in God’s eyes. That true faith is
harder to muster in places hospitable to
your beliefs.
That God rarely says beautiful things
through objects or entities already believed to be beautiful.
That the collegiate attention span
starts disintegrating somewhere after
500 words, leaving the reader to contemplate whatever else is pertinent: the
half-eaten food, the table banter, whatever mysteries glowing nearby, our futures already penned in God’s history.

What Brown means for Barack

By Nick Davis
Columnist
For all intents and purposes, a Republican winning a Senate seat in the deeply blue state of Massachusetts—where
Senate Democrats have out-served their
Republican counterparts more than 2:1
since the election of FDR—is about as
likely as a pool being built in the KSAC.
The reason? Massachusetts is the archetype of the liberal stronghold. The
state legally ordains same-sex marriages, categorically supports the prochoice movement, and utilizes one of
the most well-developed “nationalized”
systems of health care in America—all
polemical issues on which most Republicans stand in ﬁrm opposition.
Perhaps most telling, 62 percent of
Massachusetts residents voted for President Obama in the Presidential election of 2008, the political equivalent of
Usain Bolt jogging through the Olympic
ﬁnish line.
In some weird twist of fate, however,
Massachusetts did in fact elect a Republican Senator this past January—
Scott Brown.
Some observers have suggested that
Brown’s victory was the result of a
poorly-run campaign by his opponent,
Martha Cokely, who at the height of the
election mistakenly called legendary
Red Sox pitcher Curt Shilling a Yankees
fan (a statement that would produce
similar ire from Evangelicals had she
suggested that Jesus was batting cleanup for Satan).
Others have suggested that Brown’s
victory represents the natural progression of moving beyond the 784 years of
Ted Kennedy’s public service, that voters were ﬁnally ready to move in a new
direction.

I would submit, however, that why
Scott Brown won is largely irrelevant.
What matters is that his victory represents a particularly interesting phenomenon occurring within the American
political landscape: President Obama is
running out of political capital. Fast.
Political capital is a fairly straightforward concept. Essentially, it’s the currency of public goodwill that allows an
elected ofﬁcial the wiggle room to set
their own agenda and to tackle issues
that might otherwise be unpopular or
divisive.

“Whatever political
capital President
Obama began his
term with is running
out as quickly
as the American
people’s patience.”
Most importantly, it acts as a kind of
insulation that protects the ofﬁcial from
serious public criticism.
There are a number of ways to obtain
political capital, but, as often as not, it
is circumstantially inherited at the expense of someone else.
FDR possessed this kind of currency
in spades from successfully navigating
America through the Great Depression,
and, in return, the American people allowed him to serve as something of a
popularly-elected king.
Clinton possessed amazing amounts
of political capital too, amassing it in
such large quantities from his successful economic policies that he was able
to reasonably convince Americans that
the nature of his sexual indiscretions
was a simple misunderstanding over
semantics.

Even George Bush Jr. was blessed
with an amazing amount of political
capital after September 11 (when his
approval ratings were 90 percent), although he squandered it away as the
U.S. became entrenched in a dubious
war and its economy faltered.
Coming into the 2008 elections,
Democrats were poised to be the beneﬁciaries of a public consciousness that
was willing to give the president the
kind of carte blanche political capital
that makes politicians salivate.
Upon his election, President Obama
had the ability to set a uniquely personal agenda, tackling those issues which
he felt were most pressing. At the time,
the sky was the limit. Unfortunately,
however, his ﬁrst year saw a severe increase in unemployment due to a crippling recession, sharp debate and inaction over his health care reforms, and
the continued presence of American
troops overseas.
If Americans were looking for change,
they instead received much of the same
from a Congress that was unable to pass
any real, substantive reforms (bank
bailouts notwithstanding).
Whatever political capital President
Obama began his term with is running
out as quickly as the American people’s
patience. Indeed, the latest polls after
his State of the Union address show he’s
lost almost 20 percent of his approval
rating from this time last January.
Ultimately, this loss of political capital will not be the ﬁnal verdict on the
success of the Obama administration.
However, unless Obama and Friends are
able to make visible headway in curbing
the recessionary effects of the economy,
the mid-term elections of 2010 could
quickly turn a stagnant, deeply Democratic Congress dark shades of red.
In the most unlikely of places, Massachusetts, voters decided that a Republican-ﬂavored, self-styled Independent
politician was as good a choice as their
long-serving Democratic incumbents.
The implications of such foreshadowing is hard to ignore.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3
p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due
to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Baseball team teaches in Bahamas
By Jake Sittler
Contributor
Taylor’s baseball team spent
much of January in Florida and
the Bahamas, but don’t think
for a second that the three week
trip was a typical vacation.
Their three weeks in the sun
were ﬁlled with skill workouts,
clinics for Bahamian youngsters, chapel services, missions
work and even academics.
Coach Kyle Gould and the
Trojans arrived in the Bahamas
on Jan. 11 and began workouts
at 9 a.m. on Jan. 12. A typical
day consisted of skill work from
9 a.m. to noon, followed by
lunch and clinics at local Bahamian schools in the afternoon.
Gould said they had up to
120 kids show up at the clinics,
ranging from grade school to
high school.
“The main thing that the people from the Bahamas wanted
us to focus on was fundamentals, as many of the kids were
talented, but didn’t have great
fundamentals,” senior Michael
Kraynak said.
In addition to the clinics, the
team painted schools, provided
manpower for the Freeport
Gospel Church, and led chapel
services for the Bahamian children.
“The kids had a worship time,
and they sang with such excitement and energy that it really
made me think about how so
many times I don’t really think
about who I’m praising and just
go through the motions,” Kray-

week in review
Men’s Basketball
(11-15, 2-10)

Jordan Coffey

Chris Howell, junior, demonstrates pitching mechanics to a young camper at the baseball
team’s camp in the Bahamas over J-Term.
nak said. “They had an energy
about them that was contagious,
and even though we were teaching them, I know they taught us
some things as well.”
Rathman added, “Seeing every single guy on the team step
up and just be involved with
our ministry and show the kids
something new about baseball
was a great experience.”
At night, the team would go to
class with history professor Dr.
Roger Jenkinson, often while
sitting around the hotel pool.
“There were several days
where we were going from 9

in the morning to 11 at night,”
Gould said, before adding that
there were also a few requisite
days of rest on the beach.
The team held a devotional
time each night as well. They
were challenged to be servants
during their stay in the Bahamas, and the devotions also
allowed the players to get to
know one another better. A key
component of the devotional
time was the 3 H’s, which stand
for hero, highlight, and hardship. Each night, three players
would stand up in front of the
team and tell who their hero

was, their greatest highlight
and a hardship they had been
through.
Junior Brody Rathman picked
up the 3 H’s from a team chaplain during time spent with
Athletes in Action in Nicaragua
this past June.
“I talked to Coach Gould about
doing it and he thought it was a
great idea so we had three guys,
as well as the coaches, share
their triple H’s. It was great just
to hear about each guy’s life that
you wouldn’t hear on an everyday basis,” Rathman said.

Women overcoming injuries
By Jon Stroshine
Contributor
Adversity can take many different forms, such as injuries or
a tough schedule, but one thing
is for sure: a time of adversity
will come.
For the Taylor University
women’s basketball team, that
time is now.
The problem for the Lady
Trojans has been team health.
Not only are several key players injured, but many players
on the team have been struck
with cases of the ﬂu.
“It seems like every year, our
team at some point is plagued
with injuries. It has been a very
frustrating time for all of us,
but I think that our team has
responded well,” junior Allison
Reece said.
A big loss for the team has
been that of senior leader Bethany Ballard, who is currently
second on the team in scoring
average with 11.6 points per
game behind junior Allison Reece with 12.7 points per game.
Ballard was injured Dec. 30,
and the team has not been the
same since.
Before the injury, the team
was 10-2. After the injury,
the team went 4-6 until its
game against Marian this past
Wednesday.

While her injury has been
a major setback for the team,
Ballard is gradually working
her way back into the lineup,
playing major minutes in Taylor’s game against Spring Arbor
on Saturday, Jan. 30.
“I think getting her back is
huge [because] she’s our senior captain,” head coach Tena
Krause said.
In addition to Ballard’s injury,
several players have had their
seasons ended by injuries.
Freshman
guard
Erin
Guarneri and sophomore forwards Kaycee Sullivan and
Alissa Goeglein are done for
the year as a result of their injuries.
While these injuries have taken their toll on the team, they
have also provided opportunities for other players to step
up.
First and foremost is Reece,
who is the team’s leader in scoring average.
Tess Rudolph, Hillary Guion,
and Becca Morris have also
been among those to step up in
the absence of injured players.
Through the efforts of these
players and others, the team
has managed to remain tough,
even registering a huge win
over Indiana Wesleyan, one of
the better teams in the nation.
After two consecutive losses,

Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Morgan McLeish, junior Becca Morris and senior
Bethany Ballard join Coach Krause in supporting their team.
the team was able to pick up
wins against both Spring Arbor and Marian with the help
of Ballard who has been back in
play for the past three games.

The team is focused on their
continual hard work to improve
their game in the rest of the season.

After an ego-boosting upset
against #4 ranked Bethel
Pilots, Taylor men’s basketball has fallen on hard times.
The 79-73 win against Bethel
was Jan. 16, and could have
put the Trojans back on the
winning track. Unfortunately, the team could not keep
up the momentum and has
reeled off ﬁve straight losses,
including the most recent
loss, a 54-56 heartbreaker
at Marian College on Feb.
2. The losing streak started
with a 55-65 loss at IWU and
was followed by a 68-73 loss
at home against Saint Francis. Next, the Trojans went
on the road and lost another
tough game at Huntington
75-81. They rounded out the
losing streak with consecutive losses against Spring
Arbor 61-70 and ﬁnally at
Marian 54-56. The Trojans
will try to break the streak 3
p.m. Friday at Grace College
at home.
Upcoming games:
2/6 3 p.m. @ Grace
2/13 3 p.m. vs. Goshen

Women’s Basketball
(15-8, 7-5)
Members of the TU women’s
basketball team are back to
their winning ways after a
two game winning streak,
including a win against #23
ranked Marian College on
Feb. 3. After a tough loss at
#18 Bethel, the lady Trojans bounced back with an
impressive 74-69 overtime
win against the #4 ranked
IWU Wildcats. TU then
faced two straight losses, a
78-91 at Saint Francis and
then 60-79 at Huntington.
The Trojans rallied and took
two straight games, winning
against Spring Arbor 65-43
and Marian 56-52. TU is
back in play at 1 p.m. Saturday against Grace.
Upcoming games:
2/6 1 p.m. vs. Grace
2/13 2 p.m. @ Goshen

*MCC game

One week until
Olympic opening
ceremony
By Julia Berger
Sports Co-Editor
This is the time of year when
all eyes turn to sports. This
year, it is not just for the Super Bowl, it is also for the 2010
Winter Olympics.
A tradition that comes
around only every four years
and starts this year on Feb. 12,
these two weeks are what an
athlete has trained for for most
of his or her life.
That’s quite an opportunity.
The Olympics bring with it
pride for countries and pride
for athletes.
It’s not just a bunch of people gathering together in some
cold place to show off their skill
on the snow or ice. It’s about
coming together as a country
and competing to be the best
in the world. Literally.
During the month
of
February,
almost everyone watches
NBC, the sole
network
broadcasting
the games, in hopes of
seeing a race, game or run
that turns into one of the
greatest sports events
ever.
These
athletes
want
to
become
household
names
like Winter Olympic champions Shaun
White, Bode Miller, Apolo

Anton Ohno, Michelle Kwan
and Kristi Yamaguchi.
Some athletes will only be
known during the Olympics
they compete in, but those who
repeatedly exceed expectations in multiple Olympics will
be known for their lifetime, if
not longer.
For athletes, competing is
their purpose. They set aside
everything else to do their
passion, which is partly what
makes the Olympics so great.
It’s much more than just playing in the snow. It’s their life.
The Olympic games are epic.
There is no other way to describe them.

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
CourtneyTurner

Name: Courtney Erica Turner
Sport: Basketball

Year: Junior
Residence: Bergwall

Nickname: Court
Favorite YouTube video: “Scarlet takes a tumble”
What’s on your concert wish list: Dierks Bentley
Most played CD on your iPod right now: Mixed CD’s
Least favorite thing about Indiana: The cold
Upland should change its name to ____: Farmville
Most creative DC meal: Peanut butter rice krispy treat
Weirdest dream you ever had: I don’t remember
Favorite Soda: Sprite
Uncle Jesse or Uncle Joey: Uncle Jesse
Favorite Movie: “Forgetting Sarah Marshall”
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